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SNAPCHAT FOR FOODIES
Connecting to Life’s Realest Moments
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118
Snapchatters over 

index in interest over 

Food and Beverage.2

4x
Snapchatters talk 4x

more about being Thirsty 

than they talk about Bad 

Bunny.1

10x
Snapchatters talk 10x

more about Food than 

they talk about Taylor 

Swift.1

1 Snapchat insight tools: Public conversation volume index from March 8, 2023–March 8, 2024.
2 GWI. Q: Which of these things are you interested in? Base: Daily Snapchatters, USA. Waves: Q2 2022. Export Date: October 11, 2022. 

FOOD AND BEVERAGES

SNAPCHATTERS REALLY





Insight Study commissioned by Snap Inc. March 2024 (n=200) . 
Q: What is the primary way for you to try new brand or new flavor of CPG F&B? Friends get together, buying it at store, store sampling, others.

`

Being part of gatherings is 
crucial to growing your 
brand and gaining new 

consumers.

So… how do YOU become the 
brand people think about for 

their next get-together?
of people say that “friends get-

together” is the primary way for 
them to try new brands or new 

flavors of food.

85%
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Source: Snapchat Internal Metric s



The Snapchat audience 

is unique to Snapchat

53% 
of Snapchatters

are NOT on 

Base: Belgium Snapchatters aged 16+; Custom App Annie analysis commissioned by Snap Inc. Daily exclusive reach is based on the daily overlap of active users on Snapchat and competitor app; calculation equals (1-Overlap Penetration); 

App Annie weights iOS and Android data in their sample to reflect the general population of the market; Figures calculated fo r H1 2020.

Belgium: Exclusive daily reach of Snapchatters 16+



Snapchat’s monthly reach on

Belgium on Foodies



Make instant impact with full screen vertical creative format 

Text overlay Boomerang Animation Still



Story Ads
Story Ads convey your message in a highly 

consumable way, whether it’s a movie 
release or alway-on branding. How do you 
entice fans to engage with your content?

Snap Ads



Snapchat Foodies package  

➢ Belgium audience Food Fans 

➢ Estimated total audience: 1,1M – 3M 

➢ Period: 2 weeks 

➢ Budget: € 7.000

➢ 1.600.000 estimated impressions

➢ 430K estimated unique reach

Please note that they are an estimate of results depending on the creative material, a 

suitable audience and the market price at the time of the campaign. 



Thank You!
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